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Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: HMU807566
Barcode: 093046756666
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 HYBRID SACD
Packaging: cristal
Jacqueline Shave, Miranda Dale [violins]
Clare Finnimore [viola]
Caroline Dearnley [cello]
Emer McDonough [flute]
Nicholas Daniel [oboe, cor anglais]
Huw Watkins [piano]

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: On Wenlock Edge, Ten Blake Songs
Jonathan DOVE: The End
Peter WARLOCK: The Curlew
Mark Padmore
Members of the Britten Sinfonia
Nicholas Daniel
Huw Watkins

Fresh from his triumph in the Glyndebourne 'Billy Budd', star tenor Mark Padmore is joined by members of Britten
Sinfonia in 3 quintessentially British song-cycles: Ralph Vaughan Williams’ 'On Wenlock Edge', with pianist Huw Watkins;
'Ten Blake Songs' with oboist Nicholas Daniel; and Peter Warlock’s best-known work, 'The Curlew'. 'The End' by
Jonathan Dove (a co-commission by Britten Sinfonia and Wigmore Hall) receives its world première recording here.
British composer Jonathan Dove (b. 1959) made the following remarks on the genesis of his new work, 'The End' (2012),
with support from the 'Tenner for a Tenor' campaign.
"When I heard Mark Strand read his poem ‘The End’ to a small gathering of artists in Italy a few years ago, I was moved
– and also felt immediately that it was a poem that could be sung. I hoped that one day I might have the chance to set it
to music. I did not know exactly what the music would sound like, but I imagined a solo voice with several instruments.
Britten Sinfonia gave me the opportunity to make this wish come true, by inviting me to write something for Mark
Padmore to sing, with instrumentation to match Warlock’s 'The Curlew'. String quartet with two solo wind instruments
seemed the perfect combination to suggest the gentle rocking motion of the ship slipping into darkness, and perhaps
hear birds suspended in flight."

CONCERTS: 
26/9 York [Britten]
29/9 Stoke by Nayland Festival, Colchester
2/10 RFH Britten Nocturne [Jurowski]
3/12 Wigmore Hall
17/1 Wigmore Hall
18/5 Wigmore Hall
 
Podcasts for Gramophone and BBC Music 
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Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: HMU907493
Barcode: 093046749323
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Harmonie Ensemble New York: 
Lew Tabackin [tenor sax]
Lew Soloff [trumpet]
Bill Easley [clarinet]
Victor Lewis [drums] / George Cables [piano]
Steven Richman [conductor]

Nutcracker Suites
Tchaikovsky / Duke Ellington & Billy Strayhorn
Harmonie Ensemble New York

Reviving  the art of 'swinging the classics', Steven Richman and the Harmonie  Ensemble/New York present two different
versions of the beloved 'Nutcracker' Suite, side-by-side on the same album for the first time: the Tchaikovsky  original of
1892, followed by the 1960 jazz remake masterminded by the American dream team of Duke Ellington and Billy
Strayhorn. Compare and contrast! [Hands up all those brought up on Bee Bumble and the Stingers?]

"The idea for The Two Nutcrackers came about when trombonist Art Baron, who had played with the Duke, brought over
a pile of LPs by Ellington, among them a 1960 recording of the Tchaikovsky Nutcracker Suite in Ellington and Billy
Strayhorn’s superb jazz arrangement.
I immediately fell in love with this recreation, and decided I just had to perform it. Then it occurred to me that it would be a
great combination to put the original Tchaikovsky Nutcracker Suite together on the same recording with the Duke’s jazz
version...This seemed a perfect follow-up to my recent symphonic jazz CDs, which include Gershwin by Grofé: Original
Orchestrations & Arrangements...Then I realized an amazing coincidence. I had devoted over a decade to the music of
Dvorák, and to raising funds for erecting a statue of the composer in Stuyvesant Square Park in New York, across the
street from where he lived at 327 East 17th Street (and composed the famous “New World” Symphony). While in New
York from 1892-95, Dvorák taught the future teachers of Gershwin, Copland, and Ellington, three of America’s greatest
composers. When I realized that my recent projects had been devoted to those same great musicians, it seemed a 
slam-dunk to continue with this concept!
The Duke himself said “There are simply two kinds of music, good music and the other kind.” I completely agree, so let
the music and performances speak for themselves, for all to enjoy." Steven Richman

ALSO AVAILABLE:
HMU907492 Gershwin by Grofe Lincoln Mayorga (piano); Al Gallodoro (as, cl, bass cl)
***** Daily Mail
Feelgood CD of the Month, TheArtsDesk

"the most consistently pleasing recording I’ve heard this year, with Mayorga, Gallodoro and Richman coming over as
formidable Gershwin exponents. Oh, and if you think you’ve already got as many versions of Rhapsody in Blue as your
credit card can handle, think again." IRR Outstanding, International Record Review, July / August 2010
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Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical
Catalogue No: HMU907488
Barcode: 093046748821
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Heinavanker

Songs of Olden Times
Estonian Folk Hymns and Runic Songs
Heinavanker

The vocal ensemble Heinavanker was founded in 1996 under the direction of composer Margo Kõlar. The name
'Heinavanker' has its origin in the Haywain Triptych by Hieronymos Bosch (1453-1516). In this strange painting (featured
in the CD booklet), the allegorical scenes seem inspired by today’s life. A large stack of hay is being carted through a
land peopled by those who labour acquisitively toward their own destruction. In the midst of all the activity, music-making
takes place. A gloating demon and a praying angel are each trying to gain dominance over the musicians.
Here Heinavanker delves into Estonia’s early sacred music and folklore through the prism of contemporary imagination in
this evocative programme of ancient runic songs and folk hymns which range from joyful to reflective, sometimes
featuring overtone singing. 
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30TH SEPTEMBER
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Label: Orfeo
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: C879132i
Barcode: 4011790879222
MID Price
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Orchestra der Deutschen Oper Berlin
Christian Thielemann

WAGNER: Overtures & Preludes

Orchestra der Deutschen Oper Berlin
Christian Thielemann

CD1: Rienzi: Overture, Lohengrin: Prelude to Act 1, Tannhäuser: Overture, Götterdämmerung: Siegfreid's Rhine journey
CD2: Parsifal: Good Friday music, Tristan & Isolde: Prelude, Liebestod, Die Meistersinger: Prelude to Act 1

Christian Thielemann studied viola and piano at the Hochschule für Musik in Berlin and took private lessons in
composition and conducting before becoming répétiteur aged 19 at the Deutsche Oper Berlin with Heinrich Hollreiser and
working as Herbert von Karajan's assistant. 
In 1997, he became Generalmusikdirektor of the Deutsche Oper Berlin, a post he held until 2004, during which time he
conducted all ten of Wagner's stage works. He is regarded as the leading exponent of the Austro-German conducting
tradition, in the manner of Furtwängler and Karajan
Thielemann's tour with his orchestra, just after the end of his tenure as General Music Director, included the Viennese
concert given here, recorded by Austrian radio, affording the present recording a particular documentary value. Here he
is, live at the Musikverein on 28th November, 2004, in exemplary form as evinced by an enthusiatic reception from the
Viennese public.
 
ADVERTISED IN BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE 
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Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: V5340
Barcode: 822186053409
MID Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Philippe Jaroussky [countertenor]
Karina Gauvin [soprano]
Il Complesso Barocco / Alan Curtis
Ensemble Matheus / Jean-Christophe Spinosi
Les Violons du Roy / Bernard Labadie
Orchestre National de France / Fabien Gabel

La Passion Lemieux

Marie-Nicole Lemieux

This special project features the finest opera arias recorded by Canadian contralto Marie-Nicole Lemieux for Naïve,
ranging from Vivaldi, Handel and Mozart to Saint-Saëns, Massenet and Berlioz. It gathers tracks from 6 recordings
released between 2003 and 2012, resulting from collaborations with some of the finest orchestras of the time: Il
Complesso Barocco, Ensemble Matheus, Les Violons du Roy, Orchestre National de France. Only one motto for
Marie-Nicole: passion!

Listen to Delilah on tube: http://youtu.be/BA_9yraFZaY

Gluck: Che farò senza Euridice, Orfeo ed Euridice
SAINT-SAENS: Mon coeur s’ouvre à ta voix, 
VIVALDI: Dimmi pastore, Aure lievi che spirate, La fida ninfa
MOZART: Voi, che sapete che cosa è amor, Le nozze di Figaro
GLUCK: Jupiter, lance la foudre, Iphigénie en Aulide
OFFENBACH: Examinez bien ma figure, La Fille du Regiment
VIVALDI: Nel profondo, Orlando furioso
MOZART: Venga pur, minacci e frema, Mitridate
BERLIOZ: Je vais mourir, Les Troyens
MOZART: Deh, per questo istante solo, La clemenza di Tito
VIVALDI:Infelice Griselda!, Ho il cor già lacero, Griselda
MASSENET: Ne me refuse pas, Hérodiade
HANDEL: Empio, dirò, tu sei, Al lampo dell’armi, Caro! – bella!, Giulio Cesare 

"What a soul-stirring recital. [...] It's perhaps one of the most beautiful and captivating French operatic recitals heard in
years." Classica

"Marie-Nicole Lemieux is a wonder on stage and in life! Funny, generous, passionate, warm: overwhelming. And with the
rarest of voice: contralto..." Le Figaro
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Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: SIGCD346
Barcode: 635212034620
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Gabrieli Consort
Trebles of Copenhagen Royal Chapel Choir
Paul McCreesh

Incarnation

Gabrieli Consort
Trebles of Copenhagen Royal Chapel Choir
Paul McCreesh

An inspiring sequence of Christmas music ancient and modern, which culminates with Britten’s virtuosic choral
masterpiece A Boy Was Born: Paul McCreesh leads the Gabrieli Consort (joined by the Trebles of Copenhagen Royal
Chapel Choir) in this evocative and contrasting collection of festive works that draws on music from the 12th century to
the present day. 

"... there is something quintessentially wonderful about the story of the Incarnation – verbum caro factum est, the son of
God becoming man: it seems to me that the greatest Christmas music captures a sense of awe-struck wonder at this
miracle ... the music presented here is, of its kind, peerless, and it is for me to ensure that it is programmed and
performed in a way that reflects, enhances and celebrates that. This is just one musician’s response to a most wonderful
and profound story at the centre of the Christian tradition, one that has been at the heart of western culture for centuries.
No more, no less." Paul McCreesh

MARTIN: Adam Lay Ybounden
Veni, Veni Emanuel
HOWELLS: Long, Long Ago
Lullay, Lullay: Als I Lay on Yoolis Night
POTT: Balulalow
Qui Creavit Celum
DOVE: The Three Kings
This Endere Nyghth I Saw a Syghth
LEIGHTON: A Hymn of The Nativity Letabundus
BRITTEN: A Boy Was Born



RELEASE DATE
30TH SEPTEMBER
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Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: SIGCD341
Barcode: 635212034125
2 FOR 1.5
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: cristal
The King’s Singers

The Great American Songbook

The King’s Singers

Around the time The King’s Singers were starting up, one of the most productive periods of song-writing in history was
coming to a close in America, starting with composers such as Gershwin, Kern, Berlin and Porter in the early 1920s, and
continuing through to the early 1960s: a body of work was slowly built up that unofficially gained the title 'The Great
American Songbook.' 
The King’s Singers bring their own unique performance style to this wonderful music on this new 2CD studio recording,
featuring brand new a cappella arrangements by jazz composer and arranger Alexander L’Estrange, and swing-orchestra
performances with the South Jutland Symphony Orchestra.

Works include:
I’ve got the world on a string
Begin the Beguine
I’ve got you under my skin
It’s de-lovely
Night and day
Let’s misbehave
Ev’ry time we say goodbye
I won’t dance
Cry me a river
Beyond the sea
When I fall in love
Cheek to cheek
My funny Valentine
The lady is a tramp
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Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: SIGCD343
Barcode: 635212034323
2 FOR 1.5
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Allan Clayton, Andrew Kennedy
Sophie Bevan, Sarah Fox,
Cora Burggraaf 
The Orchestra of Classical Opera
Ian Page [conductor]

MOZART: Die Schuldigkeit des ersten Gebots 

Allan Clayton, Andrew Kennedy
Sophie Bevan, Sarah Fox,
Cora Burggraaf 
The Orchestra of Classical Opera
Ian Page

The first release in a new partnership between Classical Opera and Signum Records begins with Mozart's remarkable
sacred singspiel, composed when he was just 11. 
The story follows the efforts of The Spirit of Christianity (Andrew Kennedy) – aided by Divine Justice (Cora Burggraaf)
and Divine Mercy (Sarah Fox) – to win back the heart of a lapsed Christian (Allan Clayton) as he lies fast asleep. In
opposition to these efforts however stands The Spirit of Worldliness (Sophie Bevan), who urges the Christian to forget
what The Spirit shows him and to follow her pleasure-seeking philosophies. As Justice and Mercy withdraw to observe,
The Spirit of Christianity seeks to win back the lapsed Christian, but will this lost soul be able to resist the temptations of
indulgence and short-term satisfaction that Worldliness offers?

September’s release of 'Die Schuldigkeit des ersten Gebots' is the second in Classical Opera’s ambitious 20-volume
series (following the release of 'Apollo et Hyacinthus' on Linn Records last year) with plans to release one Mozart opera
and one further disc a year on Signum. 
Next in the series is a new recording of 'Mitridate', due for release in autumn 2014, featuring Miah Persson, Sophie
Bevan, Andrew Kennedy, Robert Murray under the baton of Ian Page. 

The second disc in this 2CD set is an Enhanced CD, featuring an exclusive 10-minute feature on the making of the
recording. The booklet includes full texts and translations of the libretto. 

Classical Opera launches the CD release with a performance of 'Die Schuldigkeit des ersten Gebots' on Tuesday 24
September, 7:30pm at Wigmore Hall, London, featuring Sarah Fox (soprano), Andrew Kennedy (tenor) and Allan Clayton
(tenor) with Ailish Tynan (soprano) and Mary Bevan (soprano) in the roles of Weltgeist and Gerechtigkeit respectively. 
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Label: Glossa
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: GCD922701.3
Barcode: 8424562227019
SPECIAL Price
Format: 3 CD
Packaging: digipack
Virginie Pochon, Caroline Mutel, 
Amel Brahim-Djeloul [sopranos]
Karine Deshayes [mezzo-soprano]
Anders Dahlin [tenor] 
Pierre-Yves Pruvot, 
Jean-Sébastien Bou [baritones]

RAMEAU: Les Surprises de l’Amour,  Paris, 1758

Les Nouveaux Caractères
Sébastien d’Hérin

CDI: Ouverture, Entrée I: L’Enlèvement d’Adonis
CDII: Entrée II: La Lyre enchantée
CDIII: Entrée III: Anacréon

The exciting and vigorous talents of Sébastien d’Hérin and Les Nouveaux Caractères announce their debut on Glossa
with a major – and appropriately ‘unexpected’ – release of a glaring Rameau operatic omission on record: 'Les Surprises
de l’Amour' (Cupid’s Surprises). This opéra-ballet, consisting here of three separate entrées, first performed in 1748 and
submitted to later revisions, comes from the period of Jean-Philippe Rameau’s rich maturity when he had finally become
a court composer.
Three tales of love struggling variously against aggression (L’Enlèvement d’Adonis), indifference (La Lyre enchantée)
and drink (Anacréon) are brought to life in this captivating new production mixing vocal airs, dialogues and duets with the
full panoply of Rameau’s orchestral genius – including battle and sleep scenes, dances and thunder effects.
Through recently formed, the Lyon-based Les Nouveaux Caractères consists of a stable group of artists which, as well
as incorporating the cultured harpsichord-playing and direction of Sébastien d’Hérin, presents here vocal soloists of the
calibre of Karine Deshayes, Caroline Mutel, Anders Dahlin, Virginie Pochon and Jean-Sébastien Bou, who are called
upon to portray an array of mythological figures such as Cupid himself, his mother Venus, the huntress Diana, the Siren
Parthenope, the Muse Urania as well as the bibulous lover Anacreon, all in an inventive musical score which originally
featured no less than Madame de Pompadour in its cast.
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Label: Accent Records
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: ACC24286
Barcode: 4015023242869
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Cantus Cölln
Konrad Junghänel
with guests Concerto Palatino

BIBER: Vespro della beata vergine 
KERLL: Missa in fletu solatium obsidionis Viennensis, Obsidionis Viennensis
Cantus Cölln
Concerto Palatino
Konrad Junghänel

Johann Caspar Kerll’s 'Missa in fletu solatium' must have been composed in connection with the festivities following
victory at the great Battle at Kahlenberg, from which the imperial army emerged victorious over the Ottoman army under
the leadership of Grand Vezier Kara Mustafa Pasha. Kerll lost his first wife during the plague epidemic and had to
witness the dwindling numbers of his colleagues in the court orchestra. Immediately after this, he witnessed the horrific
Turkish siege. Both events must have shaken him to his very foundations. This is, in any case, conveyed by the sounds
of his Mass, which reveals astonishing compositional artistry; its gloomily imploring tone allows us to sense but little of
the relief over the happy outcome of the siege. Instead of exuberant, unrestrained jubilation, we experience in this music,
once more, the tortures and fears of the maltreated Viennese population.
In 1693, the year of the death of Johann Caspar Kerll, Biber published an extensive collection of psalm settings entitled
'Vesperae Longiores ac Breviores', intended to provide music for Vesper services. In the present recording, the six-part
cycle of 'Psalmi de B. M. Virgine' has been expanded into a small Vesper of St. Mary. In accordance with the liturgical
customs of the time, brief sonatas and solo motets are performed in place of the introductory antiphons.
The sonata introducing the Magnificat is from Biber’s 1683 collection 'Fidicinium sacro-profanum' printed in 1683,
whereas the motets assigned to the remaining psalms are taken from Kerll’s first opus, the 'Delectus sacrarum
cantionum' published in Munich in 1669.
Founded by Konrad Junghänel in 1987, Cantus Cölln swiftly became established in the international musical scene.
During the 25 years since its formation, the ensemble has received great acclaim for its revitalisation of long-neglected
works in the repertoire alongside its groundbreaking interpretations of a number of standard works of the Baroque
repertoire, many for harmonia mundi.
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Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Classical/Ballet &
Dance
Catalogue No: BAC101
Barcode: 3760115301016
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 DVD
Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra 
Pavel Sorokin [conductor]

MINKUS: La Bayadere 
Ballet in three acts 
Svetlana Zakharova [Bayadère Nikiya]
Vladislav Lantratov [Solor]
Maria Alexandrova [Gamzatti]
Alexey Loparevich [Dugmanta, Rajah]
Andrey Sitnikov [The High Brahmin]
Denis Medvedev [The Golden Idol] 
The Bolshoi Ballet

Choreography by Marius Petipa
New choreographic version Yuri Grigorovich with scenes from productions by Vakhtang Chabukiani, Nikolai Zubkovsky,
Konstantin Sergeyev

Set and costume designer Nikolay Sharonov
Set and costume adviser Valery Levental
Lighting design Mikhail Sokolov
Recorded in January 2013 at the Bolshoi

Marius Petipa’s exotic ballet, set in legendary and mysterious India, is a story of love, death and vengeful judgement.
Yuri Grigorovich’s sumptuous recreation of Petipa’s choreography, with breathtaking sets and costumes designed by
Nikolay Sharonov, stars Svetlana Zakharova as the Bayadère Nikiya, Vladislav Lantratov as Solor and Maria
Alexandrova as Gamzatti the jealous rival. 
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Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Classical/Ballet &
Dance
Catalogue No: BAC501
Barcode: 3760115305014
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 Blu-ray
Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra 
Pavel Sorokin [conductor]

MINKUS: La Bayadere 
Ballet in three acts 
Svetlana Zakharova [Bayadère Nikiya]
Vladislav Lantratov [Solor]
Maria Alexandrova [Gamzatti]
Alexey Loparevich [Dugmanta, Rajah]
Andrey Sitnikov [The High Brahmin]
Denis Medvedev [The Golden Idol] 
The Bolshoi Ballet

Choreography by Marius Petipa
New choreographic version Yuri Grigorovich with scenes from productions by Vakhtang Chabukiani, Nikolai Zubkovsky,
Konstantin Sergeyev

Set and costume designer Nikolay Sharonov
Set and costume adviser Valery Levental
Lighting design Mikhail Sokolov
Recorded in January 2013 at the Bolshoi

Marius Petipa’s exotic ballet, set in legendary and mysterious India, is a story of love, death and vengeful judgement.
Yuri Grigorovich’s sumptuous recreation of Petipa’s choreography, with breathtaking sets and costumes designed by
Nikolay Sharonov, stars Svetlana Zakharova as the Bayadère Nikiya, Vladislav Lantratov as Solor and Maria
Alexandrova as Gamzatti the jealous rival. 
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Label: FRA Musica
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: FRA008
Barcode: 3770002003138
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 DVD
Elliot Madore [Ramiro]
François Piolino [Torquemada]
Stéphanie d’Oustrac [Conception]
Alek Shrader [Gonzalve]
Paul Gay [Don Inigo Gomez]

Khatouna Gadelia, Elodie Mechain, 
Elliot Madore, Paul Gay
Julie Pasturaud, François Piolino, 
Kathleen Kim, Natalia Brzezinska, 
Hila Fahima, Stéphanie d’Oustrac, 
Kirsty Stokes

RAVEL: L’Enfant et les Sortilèges & l’Heure Espagnole
Glyndebourne, August 2012, production by Laurent Pelly
Elliot Madore
Stéphanie d’Oustrac
London Philharmonic Orchestra
Kazuki Ono

Ravel’s two one-act operas reunited in 2012 director Laurent Pelly and conductor Kazushi Ono, who made their
Glyndebourne debuts in 2008 with Humperdinck’s 'Hänsel und Gretel'.
While 'l’Enfant et les Sortilèges' shares with that opera a child’s-eye view of a sometimes threatening world, 'l’Heure
Espagnole' is a thoroughly adult confection. Pelly addresses Ravel’s very different operas with imagination, wit and –
when required – humanity.
These productions were streamed live on the Guardian's website, see the link for an excellent synopsis
[http://www.guardian.co.uk/music/2012/aug/14/glyndebourne-2012-ravel-double-bill-synopsis-cast-creatives] and given in
concert performance at the Proms 2012 to rapturous acclaim.

"Glyndebourne's new double bill of L'heure espagnole and L'enfant et les sortilèges matches the composer's ethereal
precision with near flawless performances and dazzling stagings, conducted by Kazushi Ono...beautifully rendered by the
London Philharmonic Orchestra in full erotic flight. 
Ensemble cast and chorus excelled...  A friend of Ravel's once described this small, dapper man, whose favourite
possession was a mechanical nightingale in a gilded cage, as both a child and an old man. He would surely have been
overjoyed by this near perfect double bill." Fiona Maddocks, The Guardian, 12/8/2012 

"Pelly and his team have worked a miracle here – everything works and everything fits. The dusky, misty lighting is
superb in creating something off-the-wall, and not just the wallpaper, allowing all the tormented characters to wreak
revenge on the Child in a hallucination and nowhere more so than in the garden where animals and forestry are simply
captivating. Surreal, yes, but the boy has created his own nightmare.
There isn’t a weak link in the cast – most of the singers from L’Heure espagnole returning to multi-task; and there is
some great choreography and costumes, too. The music’s jazziness, pastiche, suggestion and compassion are treated
as one by Ono and handsomely delivered by a meticulous LPO.
The ovation that the first-night audience afforded this very special staging was fully justified – it’s been a while since I
have seen trees bowing in strict formation! This Ravel pairing is one of Glyndebourne’s finest two hours, L’Enfant et les
sortilèges being exceptional in every dreamlike and frightening particular." Colin Anderson, Classical Source
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Label: FRA Musica
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: FRA508
Barcode: 3770002003145
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 Blu-ray
Elliot Madore [Ramiro]
François Piolino [Torquemada]
Stéphanie d’Oustrac [Conception]
Alek Shrader [Gonzalve]
Paul Gay [Don Inigo Gomez]

Khatouna Gadelia, Elodie Mechain, 
Elliot Madore, Paul Gay
Julie Pasturaud, François Piolino, 
Kathleen Kim, Natalia Brzezinska, 
Hila Fahima, Stéphanie d’Oustrac, 
Kirsty Stokes

RAVEL: L’Enfant et les Sortilèges & l’Heure Espagnole
Glyndebourne, August 2012, production by Laurent Pelly
Elliot Madore
Stéphanie d’Oustrac
London Philharmonic Orchestra
Kazuki Ono

Ravel’s two one-act operas reunited in 2012 director Laurent Pelly and conductor Kazushi Ono, who made their
Glyndebourne debuts in 2008 with Humperdinck’s 'Hänsel und Gretel'.
While 'l’Enfant et les Sortilèges' shares with that opera a child’s-eye view of a sometimes threatening world, 'l’Heure
Espagnole' is a thoroughly adult confection. Pelly addresses Ravel’s very different operas with imagination, wit and –
when required – humanity.
These productions were streamed live on the Guardian's website, see the link for an excellent synopsis
[http://www.guardian.co.uk/music/2012/aug/14/glyndebourne-2012-ravel-double-bill-synopsis-cast-creatives] and given in
concert performance at the Proms 2012 to rapturous acclaim.

"Glyndebourne's new double bill of L'heure espagnole and L'enfant et les sortilèges matches the composer's ethereal
precision with near flawless performances and dazzling stagings, conducted by Kazushi Ono...beautifully rendered by the
London Philharmonic Orchestra in full erotic flight. 
Ensemble cast and chorus excelled...  A friend of Ravel's once described this small, dapper man, whose favourite
possession was a mechanical nightingale in a gilded cage, as both a child and an old man. He would surely have been
overjoyed by this near perfect double bill." Fiona Maddocks, The Guardian, 12/8/2012 

"Pelly and his team have worked a miracle here – everything works and everything fits. The dusky, misty lighting is
superb in creating something off-the-wall, and not just the wallpaper, allowing all the tormented characters to wreak
revenge on the Child in a hallucination and nowhere more so than in the garden where animals and forestry are simply
captivating. Surreal, yes, but the boy has created his own nightmare.
There isn’t a weak link in the cast – most of the singers from L’Heure espagnole returning to multi-task; and there is
some great choreography and costumes, too. The music’s jazziness, pastiche, suggestion and compassion are treated
as one by Ono and handsomely delivered by a meticulous LPO.
The ovation that the first-night audience afforded this very special staging was fully justified – it’s been a while since I
have seen trees bowing in strict formation! This Ravel pairing is one of Glyndebourne’s finest two hours, L’Enfant et les
sortilèges being exceptional in every dreamlike and frightening particular." Colin Anderson, Classical Source
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Aleksandrs Antonenko (Otello)
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Italian libretto with English translation, liner
notes & perfomer biographies in English,
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VERDI: Otello

Aleksandrs Antonenko
Krassimira Stoyanova
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Riccardo Muti

Coinciding with the 200th anniversary of Giuseppe Verdi’s birthday, CSO Resound releases its second recording with
Maestro Riccardo Muti featuring Verdi’s second-to-last opera, 'Otello'. The recording joins remarkable fidelity to the
instrumental and choral score with a spellbinding collection of vocal soloists, and will be treasured by opera lovers and
anyone who enjoys thrilling music. Recorded live in concert at Symphony Center in 2011, this album will stand as
benchmark in Verdi performance and interpretation by one of today’s finest conductors. Maestro Muti and the CSO’s first
recording together was a lauded album of Verdi’s 'Messa da Requiem', which won two Grammy® Awards.
A musical force in Chicago and around the world, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra is consistently hailed as one of the
finest international orchestras. Its expansive catalogue of more than 900 recordings has earned 62 Grammy®
Awards—more than any other orchestra in the world. 

“The greatest Verdi conductor of our time was on fire, and so were the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and Chorus in this
concert performance…[Riccardo Muti’s] conducting conjured storm and calm moonlight and stars. His shaping of the
accompaniments to the singers' phrases was extraordinarily sensitive[.]…Muti made "Otello" sound like the dramatic
symphony Verdi never wrote. Muti brought out instrumental details almost every other conductor glosses over or ignores.
Everything that makes this Verdi's supreme lyric tragedy was there for the ear to marvel at, writ larger than life… At the
end of the performance a great shout went up from the capacity audience. Chicago Tribune

From the “Chicago Sun-Times”: “From strings playing as one, to cello ensembles, the viola choir, brass attacks (never
too loud), bassoon and harp lines becoming individual characters, and Scott Hostetler’s magic English horn (the only solo
bow granted by Muti) with Desdemona’s solo scene, the case was made. Home run. Grand slam. Touchdown. Viva Muti.
Viva Verdi.”
 
FULL PAGE INTERVIEW WITH RICCARDO MUTI: Rewind, BBC Music Magazine
CSO broadcast Verdi Requiem on Verdi's birthday in October 
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London Symphony Orchestra
Valery Gergiev

BRAHMS: Symphonies Nos 1 & 2, Tragic Overture
Variations on a Theme of Haydn

London Symphony Orchestra
Valery Gergiev

Valery Gergiev begins his Brahms symphony cycle with recordings of the first two symphonies, 'Tragic Overture' and
'Haydn Variations'.
The 'Haydn Variations' was Brahms’ first orchestral piece, and was the first set of independent variations for orchestra by
any composer. His epic first symphony, portraying dignity and grandeur, was ecstatically received at its premier in 1876,
and Brahms was soon heralded as one of the great symphonic masters. His second symphony, with its joyful melodies
and pastoral beauty, portrays a more relaxed tone than its predecessor. The Tragic Overture, on the other hand, is
turbulent and tormented, with a powerful and magnificent energy.

Concert Reviews:
"As always with Gergiev, there were idiosyncrasies to his rendition of  Brahms’s First Symphony. But they were all
welcome. The dark colourings and strong accentation that hinted at a Russian flavour were fascinating. As was the
bass-heavy final peroration that seemed to transform the orchestra into an Orthodox choir." TheArtsDesk.com

"in the Variations on a Theme of Haydn he [Gergiev] struck gold in a superbly handled sequence of variations. The
feather-light Mendelssohnian scherzo of the fifth was followed by a jaunty windband in the sixth, a gracefully lilting
seventh and a spookily muted eighth before the St Anthony chorale emerged with dignity" London Evening Standard 
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Midori [violin]
Ozgür Aydin [piano]

BLOCH: Violin Sonata No.2 ‘Poéme mystique’
JANACEK: Violin Sonata
SHOSTAKOVICH: Violin Sonata in G op134

Midori 

Midori makes her debut on ONYX with three 20th-century violin sonatas: Bloch’s seldom heard 2nd sonata ‘Poéme
mystique’, Janácek’s sonata of 1914-21 and Shostakovich’s late G major sonata of 1968, a stark masterpiece composed
for David Oistrakh and Sviatoslav Richter.
Midori made her debut at the age of 11 as a surprise guest soloist with the New York Philharmonic conducted by Zubin Mehta
in 1982. She is recognised as an extraordinary performer, a devoted and gifted educator, and an innovative community 
engagement activist. In 2007, Ban Ki-moon, United Nations Secretary General named Midori a UN Messenger of Peace.
Writing about these works Midori says, "These are three works that interweave the anxieties or the modern world
condition with much hope for the future. In the end, the music fills us with a great feeling or warmth and compassion
while not shying away from what must be confronted". 

Advertising in Gramophone and BBC Music Magazines
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Augustin Dumay
Kansai Philharmonic Orchestra

BRAHMS: Serenade No.1
BEETHOVEN: Two Romances for violin & orchestra

Augustin Dumay
Kansai Philharmonic Orchestra

Augustin Dumay’s third CD for ONYX sees him as both conductor and violinist. His Saint-Saens was his first recording
with his Japanese orchestra and was very well received by the critics; The Daily Telegraph described it as ‘impassioned’.
His second disc, with Louis Lortie of sonatas by Franck & Strauss is one of the great chamber music releases of 2013
receiving rave reviews internationally.
Here on his latest CD we have the deliciously good natured 1st Serenade by Brahms, an early work stuffed full of great
tunes, and some early Beethoven: his popular Romances for violin and orchestra – one of which may have been the
second movement to his unfinished C major concerto

ALSO AVAILABLE:
ONYX4096 Franck & Strauss Violin Sonatas

"Compelling playing form one of today’s great violinists … this outstanding disc is a timely reminder of one of the modern
violin greats." Julian Haylock, THE STRAD RECOMMENDS – May 2013

“full of passion and drama, while respecting the composers’ detailed markings in the score… All in all, it’s a splendid,
thrilling performance.” Duncan Druce, Gramophone Choice – June 2013

“The symbolic partnership of Dumay and Lortie is they key… This is artistry of the highest order. In their hands Strauss’s
melodic fluency somehow manages to combine rich luxuriance with deftness of gesture. The outer movements of the
Franck provide object lessons in pacing, everything flowing naturally." BBC Music Magazine – June 2013

Adverts in Gramophone and BBC Music Magazines

Next from Augustin Dumay on ONYX: Brahms The Three Violin Sonatas, with Louis Lortie
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Mikhail Pletnev [piano]

Mikhael Pletnev in Person

Mikhail Pletnev

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata No.2 Op.2/2
BACH/BUSONI: Chaconne
SCHUBERT: Impromptus D899 Nos 1&3
CHOPIN/LISZT: The Maidens Wish Op.74
TCHAIKOVSKY: Nocturne Op.19/4, The Seasons - ‘November – On the Troika’ Op.37b/11

A treat for fans of Pletnev the pianist and piano enthusiasts. Recorded in single takes in between sessions for other
recordings but with the red light left on, these performances capture one the great pianists of our time simply playing for
himself. Never before released, the performances and recordings have been approved by Mikhail Pletnev for release.
The Beethoven sonata is a work he has not recorded before, and the Bach/Busoni Chaconne recording pre-dates his
famous ‘Live from Carnegie Hall’ album. The Schubert Impromptus were recorded at Rachmaninov’s villa in Switzerland
on the composer’s own Steinway.
This CD allows us to eavesdrop on a great artist playing for pleasure – for himself whilst the recording technicians busied
themselves with the ‘official’ recording. The spontaneous nature of the playing is captivating and, as always with Pletnev,
exciting.
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Menahem Pressler [piano]

Tales from Vienna
SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata No. 18 in G Major, D894
MOZART: Rondo in A minor, K511
BEETHOVEN: Bagatelles, Op. 126
Menahem Pressler

These intersecting tales from Vienna, so close in time and space, could only have been born on the banks of a great river
that diffused the new blood of Europe. Vienna was ablaze with brilliance in 1800. Some have seen it as the dress
rehearsal of the century to come.
Born in Magdeburg on 16 December 1923, Menahem Pressler fled Nazi Germany in 1938. It was in Israel, where he was
raised, that he received most of his training, with the pianists Eliahu Rudiakov and Leo Kestenberg, a pupil of Ferruccio
Busoni, followed by lessons with Eduard Steuermann, also a Busoni disciple, in the United States. His musical learning
and his profound knowledge of the piano and chamber music have earned him an undisputed reputation.
Menahem Pressler’s international fame began to develop after he won first prize at the Debussy Piano Competition in
San Francisco in 1946, immediately followed by his American debut with the Philadelphia Orchestra under the direction
of Eugene Ormandy. In 1955, the Berkshire Music Festival witnessed the debut of the Beaux Arts Trio, which was to
become a legendary group, acclaimed all over the world for 53 years.
He gives masterclasses in Germany, France, Canada, Argentina, and Brazil, and is a jury member at the Santander, Van
Cliburn, and Queen Elisabeth competitions. In 1998 he received a Lifetime Achievement Award from Gramophone
magazine and an Ehrenurkunde award from German music critics to mark 40 years spent in the service of music. In May
2000 he was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Recently, the French government decorated him
with the rank of Commandeur in the Ordre des Arts et Lettres, while the German government awarded him the
Deutsches Bundesverdienstkreuz in recognition of his entire career and conferred German citizenship on him in
September 2012.

90th birthday concert Wigmore Hall 9th September

Musician's Diary, Gramophone September 

News in Brief, BBC October 

Interview, Music that Changed Me, BBC, Oct/Nov
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The Marian Consort / Rory McCleery

MAILLARD: Missa ‘Je suis déshéritée’ & Motets

The Marian Consort 
Rory McCleery

Laudate Dominum, Je suis déshéritée [Pierre Cadéac], Missa Je suis déshéritée, Victimae paschali laudes, Ascendo ad
Patrem meum, Fratres mei elongaverunt, Hodie Maria virgo, In pace, Assumpta est Maria, Gaudent in caelis, In me
transierunt

Jean Maillard's life is shrouded in mystery, and his music is rarely heard today. Yet in his own time his works were both
influential and widely known: indeed, the musicologist François Lesure held him to be one of the most important French 
composers of his era.
Who better, then, than Rory McCleery's Marian Consort to give this composer's rich and varied output its first dedicated
recording? Their characteristically precise and yet impassioned performances bring out both the network of influence in
which Maillard's music participated its Josquin-esque pedigree, and influence on successors including Lassus and
Palestrina and its striking, individual beauty.
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Marc Mauillon [voice]
Angélique Mauillon [harp, viele]
Vivabiancaluna Biffi [voice & viele]
Michaël Grébil [lute]
Catalina Vicens [organetto]
Varlo Rizzo [tambourine]
Pierre Hamon [medieval flutes, direction]

MACHAUT: Mon Chant vous envoy
Virelais, ballades & rondeaux
Marc Mauillon
Vivabiancaluna Biffi
Pierre Hamon

Following "The amourous Torment" and "The Remedy of Fortune," two records unanimously praised by critics, the team
formed in 2005 by Pierre Hamon around the exceptional singer Marc Mauillon continues to work on the work of the great
French musician-poet of the 14th century, Guillaume de Machaut.
This project is the logical continuation from the previous two. Songs, virelais, ballads and roundels of Guillaume de
Machaut are the culmination of the poetic art of courtly love, whose melodies are part of our memory and our psyche.
Marc Mauillon is an exceptional talent even in the current environment of medieval music and these melodies 700 years
on still maintain an impact.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
EL0607 Machaut - Loving Torment
EL0918 Machaut - Le Remede de fortune
“there’s something here to please everyone.” Fabrice Fitch, Gramophone, November 2009
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Rundfunk Sinfonieorchester Berlin
Marek Janowski [conductor]
 
ADVERTISED IN CLASSICAL MUSIC PRESS 

HENZE: Symphonies 1 & 6
Sinfonie for chamber orchestra, Sinfonia No. 6 for two orchestras
Berlin Radio Sinfonieorchester
Marek Janowski 

Hans Werner Henze composed his First Symphony when he was a mere 20. He later described this original version as a
“complete failure” and a revised version of the work was performed in Berlin in 1964: “Rhythmic, harmonic, and melodic
cells from the original version remain, and in the slow movement there are almost no changes; otherwise everything is
new, different, and better.” Henze.
In fact, the outer movements of this now three-movement work are not mere revisions, but completely new compositions,
in which Henze could incorporate the experiences of his Symphonies Nos. 2–5. While the original version of the
symphony was written for a relatively small orchestra, the instrumentation had now been reduced further: bassoons,
trombones, tuba and percussion were omitted and replaced with harp, piano and celesta.
At the end of the 1960s, a new era began for Henze, marked above all by the increasingly radical nature of his
commitment on behalf of the political left. In 1969, he took two trips to Cuba, at the invitation of the Cuban National
Cultural Council and during his first visit he was asked specifically for a new symphony. On the second trip he brought
the orchestral material of his 'Sinfonia No. 6' with him. The world premiere took place in Havana that very same year.
Apart from his politically motivated interest, it was, above all, the folk music of Cuba that influenced Henze when
composing the work.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
WER6721-2 Symphonies 7 & 8
"This performance under Marek Janowski makes its ripe language very potent, with the finale in particular an epilogue of
almost Mahlerian destructive intensity. The Eighth, inspired by Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream is a slighter,
lighter work, but balances the Seventh perfectly in this rewarding coupling."
Andrew Clements, The Guardian, 24 October 2008

WER6722-2 Sinfonia No. 9
“Highly recommended.” Guy Rickards, Gramophone, Awards 2009 

WER6723-2 Symphonies 3-5
"Janowski's performances are vivid and immediate, and make the old Deutsche Grammophon recordings, conducted by
the composer, sound pallid in comparison." Andrew Clements, The Guardian, 1st July 2011
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Arditti Quartet: 
Irvine Arditti, 
Ashot Sarkissjan (violins)
Ralf Ehlers (viola)
Lucas Fels (cello)

HOSOKAWA: Silent Flowers, String Quartets
Blossoming, Floral Fairy, Kalligraphie, Landscape I, Silent Flowers, Urbilder
Arditti Quartet

Toshio Hosokawa's compositions for string quartet reveal manifold links with traditional Japanese arts: music, poetry,
calligraphy, ink painting, and philosophy inspire him to compose his works. His compositional esthetic is also influenced
decisively by his relationship to nature.  
Hosokawa has on occasion mentioned that the specific sounds in his string quartets are not only derived from the fertile
ground of Asian spirituality, but also from the scores of western modern and avant-garde composers, declaring that it is
not his intention to perpetuate divisions between Europe and Asia: “I would not like to emphasize the leaves and
branches of the different kinds of music that have developed within the two spheres of eastern and western culture, but
rather find the common aspects that exist in the roots out of which both have grown.” 
The Arditti Quartet enjoys a world-wide reputation for their spirited and technically refined interpretations of contemporary
and earlier 20th century music. Many hundreds of string quartets and other chamber works have been written for the
ensemble since its foundation by first violinist Irvine Arditti in 1974. 
As the Ardittis approach 40 their busy schedule has included a rare Royal Albert Hall appearance as part of the Henry
Wood Promenade concerts on 15th July, playing Lachenmann's Tanzsuite for quartet and orchestra with the Bamberg
Symphony under Jonathan Nott. August saw a welcome return to the Edinburgh festival. Irvine Arditti will have his 60th
birthday concert on 16th October in the Wigmore hall in London.
This year, the quartet will play two concerts at the Huddersfield Contemporary Music festival: on 15th November, they will
open the festival in a concert with the Freiburg experimental studio; on 21st November the quartet will perform an
all-Zorn concert, which will contain, both of his quartets, Necronomicon and The Alchemist , as well as the new quintet
with soprano, Pandora's Box with Sarah Maria Sun. In 2014 there will be a concert in the Milton Court hall of the
Barbican to celebrate the 40 years of the Arditti quartet. 
The double CD recording of Scelsi's 5 string quartets, trio and Khoom originally released by Salabert Actuel, reissued
by Montaigne, appears on the next page.
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Arditti String Quartet
Michiko Hirayama [soprano]
Frank Lloyd [horn]
Maurizio Ben Omar [percussion]
Aldo Brizzi [conductor]

Giacinto SCELSI: Collection Vol. 5
 Quartets 1-5, Khoom
Arditti String Quartet

CD1: Quartetto per archi [n.1] (1944), Trio per archi (1958), Quartetto per archi n.2 (1961)
CD2: Khoom (1962) For soprano, two violins, viola, cello, horn and percussion
Quartetto per archi n.3 (1963), Quartetto per archi n.4 (1964), Quartetto per archi n.5 (1984/85)

From the introduction by Alessandra Carlotta Pellegrini, Scientific director Isabella Scelsi Foundation:
“This double CD again makes it possible, after a long interval, to experience the pleasure of listening to the complete
version of the string quartets by Giacinto Scelsi (1905-1988) in the masterly interpretation by the Arditti Quartet,
accompanied by two cornerstones of his production, Khoom and the Trio for strings.
The CD was recorded shortly after the death of the Maestro and constitutes a precious witness for two series of reasons.
Firstly, because some of the interpreters – Michiko Hirayama, Aldo Brizzi, the Arditti Quartet – are among those who
collaborated the longest and most closely with Scelsi, giving first-ever performances of some of the works included here;
also, the disc was the first, historic production of the then newly-instituted Fondazione Isabella Scelsi, with first-rank
international partners (Salabert and WDR-Westdeutscher Rundfunk Köln) and the project and coordination by Aldo
Brizzi.
To accompany the disc, Stradivarius reproduce again Harry Halbreich’s notes of 1989 from the first publication: among
the pioneers of Scelsi studies, he illuminates the works with reflections and an analytical approach which are surprisingly
of our time. 
Previously available on Auvidis Montaigne.
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Michael Chance [countertenor]
Paul Beier [lute]

DANYEL: Like as the lute delights

Michael Chance 
Paul Beier 

Can doleful notes?, No, let chromatic tunes uncertain certain turns, Dost thou withdraw thy grace?
Pavan “Rosamund”, Eyes, look no more, Coy Daphne fled, Like as the lute delights
Thou Pretty Bird, Pavan, Grief keep within, Drop not mine eyes, Have all our passions
“Daniells Jigge”, I die whenas I do not see, Time cruel time, Stay cruel stay
If I could shut the gate, Mrs Anne Grene her leaves be green, Let not Cloris thinke
What delight can they enjoy? He whose desires are still abroad, Why canst thou not?
“Mounsiers Almayne”, Now the earth the skies the air

From the liner notes by Paul Beier: 
“The exceptional nature of the Danyel song book has, naturally, lead to its being particularly fortunate in modern
discographic production, and the tendency has always been to present each work with the maximum forces possible. For
the present recording I have decided to use a different approach. Although it is specified on the title page, I do not
employ the bass viol: the sustained sound of the viol can easily eclipse the delicate plucking of the lute, rendering
Danyel’s highly sophisticated counterpoint more difficult to appreciate. This makes for an altogether more intimate
experience of the songs and shifts the focus to the subtle interplay between the literary text and the supreme artistry of
John Danyel’s musical language.
The sum total of Danyel’s known solo lute works is five, and two of these are of uncertain attribution. The two pavans are
masterpieces showing the high level of Danyel’s attainment in the art of lute playing. It is not certain if the 'Daniell' of
'Daniells Jigge' is our composer; another possibility is the Elizabethan court lutenist, Daniel Bacheler. Of the three similar
versions of Monsieurs Almain, named after a famous incident in the war of the Spanish Armada, two are attributed to
Bacheler, but the earliest version, presented on this disc, is unambiguously ascribed to John Danyel”.
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Jordi Savall (bass viol)
Ton Koopman (harpsichord, organ)
Lorenz Duftschmid(violone)
Rolf Lislevand (vielle)
Paolo Pandolfo (bass viol)
Andrew Lawrence-King (harp)

Diego ORTIZ: Recercadas del Tratado de Glosas, Rome 1553

Jordi Savall,
Paolo Pandolfo
Ton Koopman
Rolf Lislevand
Andrew Lawrence-King

Published in Rome in 1553 and re-discovered during the 20th-Century, the 'Tratado de Glosas' by Spanish composer
Diego Ortiz offers, through many variations called 'recercadas', an unmatched panorama of the instrumental music of its
time.
The reissue of this 1990 album in the Heritage series enables us to listen to one of Jordi Savall’s best accomplishments,
alongside Ton Koopman and Rolf Lislevand. On various themes, including 'La Folia' and 'Doulce memoire', Diego Ortiz
and Jordi Savall demonstrate their science and their spirit of invention for our greatest entertainment !
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Graindelavoix
Björn Schmelzer

Confréries
Devotional Songs by Jaikes de Cambrai
Villard de Honnecourt: Métier, memories and travels of a 13th-century cathedral
builder, vol. 2
Graindelavoix
Björn Schmelzer

For the second instalment in their trilogy of recordings for Glossa devoted to performing 13th-century music through the
prisms of religious, social and political discourses and with the working practices of cathedral builder Villard de
Honnecourt at its centre, Björn Schmelzer and Graindelavoix demonstrate how music was reflecting the changing social
environment of the times, notably through the new confraternities – the confréries – in Northern France.
As a cornerstone of his argument Schmelzer presents a seven-sectioned devotional cycle by the trouvère Jaikes de
Cambrai, which the Belgian director likens to contemporary art installations and which he views as reflecting similar
working practices discernible in Villard’s carnet (or portfolio). Schmelzer emphasizes the unity of Jaikes’s cycle
when performed in a certain order, calling him ‘a dramaturge who connects words, emotional responses and music in a
completely new way’.
Further medieval trouvère songs of almost equal modern-day anonymity for modern ears (including names such as
Robert de Reins La Chièvre, Martin le Beguin de Cambrai and the Chanoine de Saint-
Quentin) add to this depiction of Gothic art, suitably recorded in Braine in the Picardy region. This is a musical (and
interpretative) territory which the singers and instrumentalists of Graindelavoix have made their own in recent years,
delivering fragments of medieval music with new colours and fresh intuition.
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Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli [piano]
Prague Symphony Orchestra (FOK)
Vàclav Smetacek

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No. 5 in E flat major, Op.73
‘Emperor'
Piano Sonata No. 32 in C minor, Op 111
Encores - DEBUSSY: Images [4]
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli
Prague Symphony Orchestra
Vàclav Smetacek

Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli seemed to discover the consistent, musical touch and weight for every note in the
last Beethoven piano concerto and sonata, in this basic classical repertoire. Applied in the French impressionist pieces,
the result is the strongest, most colourful, most musical and most poetic Debussy ever heard from a pianist. [P.E.Barbier]

Recorded live partly reissued from PR250021 [1993]
Sonata recorded live in London May 12, 1961
Concerto live Smetana Hall, Prague May 29, 1957
Images: Et la lune descend sur le temple qui fut, Cloches à travers les feuilles,
Hommage à Rameau, Reflets dans l'eau
Live London, March 4, 1957

ALSO AVAILABLE:
DSD350091 Ravel, Debussy [ABM1]
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Isaac Stern [violin]
New York Philharmonic Orchestra
Leonard Bernstein

BERG: Concerto for Violin and orchestra (to the Memory of an
Angel) (1935)
BARTOK: Rhapsody No. 2 for Violin and orchestra Sz.80 (1928, rev.1944)
Violin Concerto no.2 Sz.112 (1938)
Isaac Stern 
New York Philharmonic Orchestra
Leonard Bernstein

A generous collection of concertos which had a real impact in the pre-war years. Berg wrote his concerto in memory of
Manon Gropius who died aged 19, the daughter of his muse Alma, Mahler’s widow. He himself died shortly afterwards of
septicemia. It was his last completed work and became his own farewell piece. 
Bartók had a premonition of the horrors of the Second WorldWar. Stern and Bernstein convey the beauty and pathos of
this masterpiece, which ultimately reflects faith in the brotherhood of Man. An immaculate new mastering in SACD.

Recorded New York, February 6, 1959 [Berg]; 
January 26, 1958 Col. MS 6002 [Sz.112]
April 16, 1962 [Sz.80]
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Berliner Philharmoniker
Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin
Rundfunk-Sinfonieorchester Berlin
Sergiu Celibidache

Celibidache: The Berlin Recordings 1945-57

As a conductor, Sergiu Celibidache influenced as no other the musical life of Berlin, a metropolis still scarred by the war.
The sound documents of this edition, most of which have not been previously released, for the first time paint a
comprehensive picture of the conductor during the period between 1945 and 1957. These historic documents, providing
new impressions of the legendary conductor, were revealed after intensive research.
Unlike in the elegiac, lyrical interpretations of Celibidache’s mature period, he also reveals a youthful, boisterous side in
these recordings. However, his later development is already also perceptible, as for instance in the Chopin recording with
Raoul Koczalsky. The conductor’s stamping and singing in the incomplete studio recording of Beethoven’s Seventh
Symphony, on the other hand, clearly demonstrates his fiery and passionate temperament. This recording is added as a
bonus disc.
This edition is exclusively based on certified sound documents, i.e. original tapes preserved today in the archives of
Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg (rbb) and the Deutsches Rundfunkarchiv Babelsberg (DRA). Fragments and tapes whose
technical condition does not allow publication were not considered. Also not considered were non-licensed on-air copies
from the grey market (as for instance Shostakovich’s Seventh Symphony). The booklet contains extensive editorial
comments, including those concerning partially missing bars or movements on the original tapes.

Barber Capricorn Concerto 1950, Beethoven Leonore Overture III 1946, Symphony No. 7 (fragment) 1957
Berlioz Le Corsaire 1947, Le carnaval romain 1947, Bizet Symphony No. 1 1953, Brahms Symphony No. 4 1945, 
Britten Sinfonia da Requiem 1946, Busoni Berceuse élégiaque 1945, Chávez R. Sinfonia de Antigona 1950
Chopin Piano Concerto No. 2 1948, Copland Appalachian Spring 1950, Cui In modo populari 1945
Debussy La Mer 1947, Jeux 1948, Fêtes 1946, Diamond Rounds 1950, Dvorák Cello Concerto 1945
Glazunov Carnaval 1945, Glière Concerto for Soprano 1946, Haydn Symphony No. 94 1946, Symphony No. 104 1959
MacDowell Romance 1945, Mendelssohn Symphony No. 4 1953, Melusine 1945, Milhaud Suite française 1951
Suite symphonique 1949, Mozart Violin Concerto No. 5 1950, Piston Symphony No. 2 1950
Prokofiev Symphony No. 1 1946, Romeo & Juliet 1946, Purcell King Arthur Suite 1945, 
Raphael Symphony No. 4 1950, Rimsky-Korsakov Russian Easter Festival Overture 1945
Roussel Petite Suite 1945, Saint-Saëns Samson & Dalilah 1946, Shostakovich Symphony No. 9 1947
Stephan Musik für Orchester 1949, Strauss Till Eulenspiegel 1947, Stravinsky Jeu de cartes 1950
Tchaikovsky Symphony No. 2 1950, Romeo & Juliet 1946, Tiessen Vorspiel 1946
Vivaldi Violin Concerto RV 210 1953, Wolf Five songs 1946

ALSO AVAILABLE:
AUDITE 21406 SERGIU CELIBIDACHE: THE COMPLETE RIAS RECORDINGS 1948-57 [3]
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Czech Philharmonic Orchestra 
[Dvorak, Kunsthaus Lucerne, August 30, 1969]
Swiss Festival Orchestra
[Brahms, Kunsthaus Lucerne, August 29, 1962]

DVORAK: Symphony No. 8 in G major, Op. 88
BRAHMS: Symphony No. 1 in C minor, Op. 68
Lucerne Festival III
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra
Swiss Festival Orchestra
George Szell

Rhythmic precision, formal awareness, absolute faithfulness to the work and razor-sharp orchestral control: George Szell
(1897-1970) is seen as one of the great orchestral disciplinarians of the 20th-century, as a superior musical director and
an uncompromising perfectionist: a reputation which he gained, first and foremost, during his 24 years as music director
of the Cleveland Orchestra, which he formed into one of the world’s finest ensembles. The musical roots of the
Hungarian-born conductor, however, are in the 'Old World', and after the Second World War he was one of the first
musicians in American exile to return to Europe for concerts.
During the '50s and '60, George Szell regularly appeared at Lucerne Festival. The concert recordings presented here,
both of which are first releases, encompass two works central to his repertoire. In 1962, the 'anti-romantic and master of
precision' (Harold C. Schonberg), alongside the Swiss Festival Orchestra, achieved a powerful and intensely determined
interpretation of Brahms’ First Symphony: the transparently played, chamber-like middle movements are framed by outer
movements full of suspense. In the summer of 1969, one year after the violent defeat of the 'Prague Spring', Szell was
reunited with the Czech Philharmonic in Lucerne. He had worked with the orchestra as early as the 1930s during his
tenure at the New German Theatre in Prague. His thrillingly energetic reading of the Eighth Symphony by Antonín
Dvorák enthused the audience and critics in equal measure. According to the Neue Zürcher Zeitung: “Szell’s art of
expressive tempo modification, preparing, building towards and resolving formal and dynamic tensions was
demonstrated to such an extent that the entire symphony, from the beginning, seemed to have been lifted onto a higher
level”. 
Both recordings demonstrate that Szell’s concert recordings are particularly appealing, thanks to his willingness to take
risks, lively musical flow and heightened emotional content: in contrast to his perfectly balanced studio
recordings.
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Quatuor Voce: 
Sarah Dayan
Cécile Roubin [violins]
Guillaume Becker [viola]
Florian Frère [cello]

Sarah Dayan plays first violin in Op.95 and
second violin in Op.18 and 59 | Cécile Roubin
plays first violin in Op.18 and 59,
and second violin in Op.95

BEETHOVEN: String Quartets No.1 Op.18/1, No.8 Op.59/2, No.11
Op.95

In only a few years the Quatuor Voce has received numerous prizes in international competitions and also works
regularly with many outstanding artists such as Yuri Bashmet, Gary Hoffman, Nobuko Imai, Bertrand Chamayou...
Following a nomination from the Cité de la Musique in Paris, the European Chamber Hall Organisation (ECHO) has
named the quartet as Rising Stars for the 2013-2014 season.
Since its debut in 2004, the Quatuor Voce has been committed to championing the great repertoire for string quartet and
its first CD release was devoted to the music of Schubert: a critic’s choice in The Strad and ƒƒƒƒ in Télérama. They are
touring all the prestigious European venues, mostly with this repertoire.

"Beethoven created a personal sound world and tackled crucial new problems in each of the three string quartets
recorded here by the Quatuor Voce. In Op.18 no.1 he formulated a novel way of treating thematic material as well as
introducing a pathetic dimension into the quartet medium. In Op.59 no.2 he focused on circular forms and lines, and
refined the exchanges between the voices. Exploring the heavens, with a contemplation of a starry sky as his starting
point, he also added a hitherto untapped spiritual quality to the music. In Op.95 he no longer concentrated on
over-arching forms, instead seeking condensation and concision. He paid special attention in this quartet to rapid
exchanges between the voices, and to techniques that enabled him to push dramatic intensity to its limits." Bernard
Fournier

CONCERTS:
13th October 2013 Birmingham [Beethoven]
24th January 2014 Barbican [Beethoven, Adès]
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Dionysis Grammenos [clarinet]
Vienna Radio Symphony Orchestra
Ari Rasilainen [conductor]
Karina Sposobina [piano]

SPOHR, NIELSEN, DEBUSSY: Clarinet Concertos and Rhapsody
SPOHR: Concerto for clarinet and orchestra No.4 WOO20
NIELSEN: Concerto for clarinet and orchestra Op.57
DEBUSSY: Rhapsody No.1 for clarinet and piano
Dionysis Grammenos

Charismatic and with a fast-rising profile, Greek clarinetist Dionysis Grammenos, 23, presents his debut album,
dedicated to 3 major works from the clarinet repertoire.
Grammenos’s international break-through occurred in 2008 when he won the Eurovision Grand Prix and the title of the
‘European Young Musician of the Year’ – the first wind player ever to hold that title. He has been nominated Rising Star
for the 2013-2014 season by the prestigious European Concert Hall Organisation. In this context he will perform concerts
in all the prestigious European venues.
In May 2014 his extensive European tour hits the UK.

CONCERTS:
16 May London, Barbican Centre
18 May Birmingham, Symphony Hall
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Hans-Eberhard Roß [Goll Organ of St. Martin,
Memmingen]

VIERNE: Complete Organ Symphonies Vol. II
Symphony No. 3 in F-sharp minor, Op. 28
Symphony No. 4 in G minor, Op. 32
Hans-Eberhard Roß

With the Third and Fourth Organ Symphonies, written in the years 1911 and 1914 respectively, the three-part complete
recording of the six organ symphonies of Louis Vierne is being continued by Audite. Recorded at the Goll organ of St.
Martin in Memmingen, the recording is characterised by the warm, soft and widely mensurated sound of the organ. Its
sound creates unobtrusive power and fullness, making a symphonic effect in the church interior of St. Martin and yet
always remaining clear. The polyphonic structures of the works become distinct and the transparency of sound permits
fresher tempi than usual - both of which cannot normally be taken for granted with recordings of Vierne.
Louis Victor Jules Vierne was highly gifted and ambitious, but nearly blind. His reaction to virtuosic organ playing, such
as that of César Franck, was marked by bliss and suffering, joy and fear. He studied in Paris with Charles-Marie Widor,
who had founded the genre of the organ symphony. At the age of 23, a future full of hope stood before him. That was in
1894 – when the French composer, organist and instrumental pedagogue Louis Victor Jules Vierne was able to deputise
for his teacher in a dual capacity: at the organ console of the Parisian Church of Saint-Sulpice and in Widor‘s organ class
at the Conservatory. But Vierne‘s calling was for higher endeavours: between 1899 and 1930 he composed six organ
symphonies that were to bring the genre to a hitherto unknown peak of richness in timbres, mysticism and cyclical
architectonics. The Organ Symphonies Nos 3 and 4 were written when Vierne was permanently employed as organist of
Notre-Dame in Paris and his life was headed towards international success – but was also being increasingly confronted
with tragedy.
Hans-Eberhard Roß is Director of Church Music in Memmingen. He has already made an internationally successful
recording for audite of the complete organ works of César Franck. Additional information on the Goll organ and the
registration is available at www.audite.de.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
AUDITE92674 Complete Organ Symphonies Vol . I
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Abdel Rahman El Bacha [piano]

BEETHOVEN: Complete Piano Sonatas

Abdel Rahman El Bacha

"Over and above the purely musical aspect that makes Beethoven one of the greatest composers of all time, what stands
out for me is the lesson of a moral being: insofar as Beethoven sets himself immensly high standards, immense rigour
and courage - in his life, in everything he undertakes, in the authenticity of even the slightest of his artistic gestures - his
attitude must rub off on his interpreter. That's why I think that, for me, Beethoven has represented not only one of the
most profound lessons in music, but also a lesson in life." Abdel Rahman El Bacha
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Zhu Xiao-Mei [piano]

J.S. BACH: Well-Tempered Clavier 

"The further I get in life, the more I tell myself that my great project is to make Bach's music the music that's accessible to
the largest number of people, the most popular, in the best sense of the word. I want to make everyone love it; I want to
take it everywhere. That's the spirit in which I apporach The Well-Tempered Clavier." Zhu Xiao-Mei 
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Louis Schwizgebel [piano]

Poems
RAVEL: Gaspard de la nuit, LISZT: La vallée d'Obermann, 
HOLLIGER: Elis, Drei Nachtstücke
SCHUBERT: Ständchen, Auf dem Wasser zu singen, Du bist due Ruh, Erlkönig
Louis Schwizgebel

Chinese-Swiss artist Louis Schwizgebel became known to the wider public in 2012 after winning second prize at
the International Piano Competition in Leeds, having already won the Young Concert Artists International Auditions in
New York. Music lovers will appreciate the finesse of this pianist-poet and it is to poetry that Louis Schwizgebel has decided to
dedicate his first album.

"The young Swiss-Chinese pianist Louis Schwizgebel won second prize in last year's Leeds piano competition and, while
already embarked on the career the prize more or less guarantees, is still studying at the Juilliard school in New York.
But in his lunchtime recital at the Machynlleth festival, nothing was so emblematic of the isolation, if not loneliness, of the
solo artist than his performance of Liszt's Vallée d'Obermann.
While the Swiss valley is purely imaginary, inspired by Étienne Pivert de Senancour's epistolary novel, its exploration of
the depths of despair makes for one of Liszt's virtuoso showpieces. Schwizgebel handled it with poise and power. Liszt's
vast sonorities were followed by 'Elis', the 'Three Nightpieces' for piano by Schwizgebel's compatriot Heinz Holliger,
showing exactly the concern for attack and poetically expressive detail that motivated the composer. Flanking the Liszt
and Holliger were Mozart's Sonata in D major K 311 and Ravel's Gaspard de la Nuit, each beautifully articulated, with
Ravel's affinity for Mozart always implicit. Schwizgebel's programme was subtly constructed, not least in its sequence of
dramatic recitatives, operatic in projection, wholly pianistic in sound – a further indication of a pianist with a profound gift."
The Guardian, Tuesday 27th Aug, concert review, Y Tabernacl, Machynlleth, Rian Evans
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Stravaganza: 
Domitille Gilon & Rie Kimura [violins]  
Robert Smith [cello] 
Damien Pouvreau [theorbo] 
Olivier Salandini [organ] 
Thomas Soltani [harpsichord]

CORELLI: Sonatas
Op. 3 nos 2, 5, 8, Op. 2 no. 4, Op. 4 nos 2, 3, 10
REALI: Capriccio Primo Op. 1, Sonata opera prima, la Folia
Stravaganza

The epitome of Italian music for strings.
The name of Corelli dominates a crucial period in the history of instrumental music. During the years 1681 to 1713 the
Preclassical sonata and concerto grosso reached a degree of maturity which bacem a designated model for all
composers of his generation. At the same time, his work entirely devoted to bowing and performance became the violin
teaching guide for nearly a century at various European schools, and whose first elements are still the basis of today's
techniques.
This new recording of all Stravaganza, highlights, under the bow of Domitilla Gilon and Rie Kimura, subtleties in the art of
the "prince of violinists" without whom the composers of Baroque Europe could not have give us so many  jewels.
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Emmanuelle Guigues [viola da gamba]
Daniel Isoir [fortepiano]

C.P.E. BACH: Sonates pour viole de gambe Wq88, 136 & 137
Fantasie Wq59/2, Rondos Wq61/1 & 61/4

Emmanuelle Guigues
Daniel Isoir

Emmanuel Guigues studied viola da gamba with such luminaries as Jordi Savall, Paolo Pandolfo and Christophe Coin.
She plays and records with several ensembles, notably the Ricercar Consort, la Simphonie du Marais, le Poème
Harmonique, Les Paladins and Doulce Mémoire. 
Coming from the family of organists, Daniel Isoir studied with such great masters as Marek Jablonski, Claude Frank, Paul
Badura-Skoda on piano, Paul Tortelier and Yevgeny Korolyov. As well as his Petite Symphonie he also works regularly
on projects with the Royaumont Foundation or the Bach Academy, including operas by Gretry directed by Jean-François
Novelli.
This is his second recording for Agogique. AGO004 Mozart Piano Concertos received the following reviews: 
"the melting tenderness of K415’s Adagio and the skipping gaiety of K595’s final Allegro, for example, have rarely
sounded so personal or so moving" International Piano Sept/Oct 2012

"In the current debate about the correct execution of Mozart’s piano concertos, the lively French group La Petite
Symphonie and their pianist-leader, Daniel Isoir, take the arch-minimalist position: one instrument only
to each string part. They have chosen shrewdly: K415, a work for which Mozart sanctioned a string quartet, the
chamber-like K449 and the intimate, subtle K595...the zest of the performances silences objections." 
David Cairns, Sunday Times, 1 April 2012
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Slávka Pechocova-Vernerova [piano]
Prazak Quartet

MOZART: 3 Piano Concerti 'A Quattro' [1781-2]

Slávka Pechocova-Vernerova [piano]
Prazak Quartet

Piano Concerto No. 12 in A major, KV.414/385b
Piano Concerto No. 11 in F major, KV.413/387a
Piano Concerto No. 13 in C major, KV.415/378b

This Viennese trilogy was neglected in the Romantic era then reduced to pianoforte chamber music under the Baroque
revival. Often only KV 415 is played by C. Haskil, R. Serkin, A-B Michelangeli, M. Perahia, A. Schiff and M-J Pirès.
Mozart produced scores with variable accompaniment back in 1781 to satisfy the Austrian Emperor’s court and private
salons. The Prazák quartet plays here with a remarkable Czech pianist reminiscent of Ivan Moravec, proving its
contemporary relevance.
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Zemlinsky Quartet

DVORAK: String Quartets 
No. 12 Op. 96 'American', No. 14 Op. 105 B193, Terzetto Op. 74 B148
Zemlinsky Quartet

A typically rich programme, to celebrate the Zemlinsky Quartet twentieth anniversary, associating the two best-known of
all Slavonic quartets and a trio, A homage to Mozart (K424) that the composer (also  a violist) loved to play with friends. 

Irresistible!

ALSO AVAILABLE:
DSD250292 Dvorak Quartets 9 & 13
"They embrace Dvorak's native melodies as if they are in their blood." Caroline Gill, Gramophone, Awards issue 2012 
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Schuppanzigh Quartett

HAYDN: String Quartets Op.20 No.2, Op.54 No.1 & Op.74 No.3

Schuppanzigh Quartett

No one would seriously doubt the canonical ranking of the string quartets of Joseph Haydn; nonetheless, as with his
symphonies, only a far too small selection of this group of works has been able to secure a place in the repertoire of the
ensembles and in the catalogues of recording companies. The present three-volume anthology containing string quartets
of Haydn aims to document the significance of Haydn's string-quartet production precisely with lesser-known works. This
project is being realised by the Schuppanzigh Quartet, one of the most renowned quartets performing on historical
instruments. This CD is the third and final part of this Haydn anthology which has been enthusiastically received by the
press (including the Diapason d’or for Vol. 1).

ALSO AVAILABLE:
ACC24192 HAYDN: STRING QUARTETS OP.9 NO.6, OP.50 NO.6, OP.74 NO.1
ACC24220 HAYDN: STRING QUARTETS VOL.2 
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Piccolo Concerto Wien
Roberto Sensi [director]

WAGENSEIL: Quartets for low strings - Sonatas Nos.1-6

Piccolo Concerto Wien
Roberto Sensi

The importance of Georg Christoph Wagenseil (1715-1777) in the development of the classical symphony cannot be
underestimated, and his concertos were also significant in the development of early Viennese classicism. As its chief
representative, Wagenseil unites Italian, French and German stylistic elements in his works, as was typical of the early
18th century. 
The Six Quartets for Low Strings occupy a special position in the chamber music of Wagenseil, simply by virtue of their
unusual scoring and the type of classical four-movement quartet that was just coming into being. The two upper parts
can be performed by either two cellos or two violas, as desired; the lower parts are played by a cello and a double bass.
Both variants, equally attractive in sound, can be heard on the present double CD.
The Piccolo Concerto Vienna under the direction of the double bassist Roberto Sensi introduces music to us that is
notable, not least for a typically Viennese quality: charm.
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Julie Hassler [soprano]
Christine Moran [violin]
William Dongois [cornett]
Le Concert Brisé

The Golden Age of the Cornett

William Dongois

CD 1: PALESTRINA & ROGNONI: Domine, quando veneris L’aria di Firenze (Pavane, gaillarde et saltarello), 
Io son ferito - traditional La Monica (Aria e saltarello)
BOVICELLI & VICTORIA: Vadam et circuibo - traditional Gaillarde napolitaine
PANDOLFI-MEALLI: Sonata La Clemente, Anchor che col partir
CASTELLO: Sonata seconda per canto solo 
CD 2: GRANDI: Salve Regina, Tota pulchra es, Gaudete, 0 quam tu pulchra es, Regina Coeli
CASTELLO: Sonata terza in stil moderno, Exultate jubilate, Sonata seconda per canto solo
FONTANA: Sonata seconda, Sonata settima per corneto e violino, Sonata undecima per corneto e violino
SCARANI; Sonata sesta a due canti, MONTEVERDI: Pianto della Madonna   

William Dongois is one of the best-known cornettists of our time. He is able to play the repertoire of his instrument – the
cornett resembles a flute in its construction, whereas its wooden mouthpiece is used similarly to that of a trumpet – with
dancelike elegance, rhetorical concision and, often, even with a certain 'groove'.
On this double CD, together with the ensemble Le Concert Brisé, he dedicates himself to the Golden Age of the cornett:
between 1580 and 1630 in Northern Italy when the instrument enjoyed its greatest popularity amongst composers and
listeners. Secular dance movements and songs of the Seicento, the Italy of the 17th century, can be heard on the first
CD. William Dongois pays special attention here to the art of diminution, ie ornamentation and figuration. In the music of
this period, the score served only to provide a basic framework for the improvised embellishments of the musicians. 
The second CD features sacred instrumental and vocal music at St. Mark's Cathedral in Venice during the time of
Monteverdi, with soprano Julie Hassler and violinist Christine Moran joining William Dongois as soloists. Vocal and
instrumental works alternate with each other, clearly showing that Venice stood at the centre of the development of a
new style and occupied a pioneering role in all of Europe.
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Liuwe Tamminga [organ]
Fabio Tricomi [tamburella, triangolo,
castagnette, castanuelas, chitarra barocca,
mandolino, violino] 
Luigi Mangiocavallo, Ottavia Rausa [violins]
Stefano Albarello [chitarra]

La Tarantella nel Salento
played on organs and traditional instruments
Liuwe Tamminga

The tarantella is an ecstatic folk dance from southern Italy with a long tradition extending to the present day. It actually
came into being as a form of therapy following a tarantula bite: the musicians came to the patient's house, to the
marketplace or church, and began playing. The victim of the bite danced to the point of total exhaustion in order to drive
the spider's poison out of the body.
The present CD is the result of the organist Liuwe Tamminga's longstanding preoccupation with this repertoire, notated
between the 17th and 20th centuries, which has always exerted a great fascination on musicians. The special attraction
of this recording lies in the fact that it combines outstanding historical organs from Apulia with a number of ;therapeutic'
instruments: tambourine, castanets and triangle underline the rhythm whilst providing strong accents, and various
plucked instruments such as the guitar and mandolin enter into a dialogue with the organ.

Also available:
ACC21147 BASILICATA- A musical journey in the provinces of the Kindom of Naples / Liuwe Tamminga, organ
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Movimento:
Nele Gramß [soprano]
Harry van der Kamp [bass]
Veronika Skuplik, Judith Steenbrink [violins]
Catherine Aglibut, Klaus Bona [viola]
Matthias Müller [viola da gamba]
Andrea C. Baur [theorbo]
Christoph Lehmann [organ]

Lied der Liebe: the Song of Songs in German Baroque

Movimento

The beauty of the texts and their multiplicity of meanings were the reasons for countless musical settings of the Song of
Songs of Solomon. In selecting this programme, Movimento have limited thelselves to German composers of the 17th
and 18th centuries, and had to dispense with a great deal of wonderful music.
Movimento was formed in 1992 with the intention of emphasising the beauty, clarity and profundity of ancient music and 
conveying these emotions to their audiences.
The ensemble is characterised by the compelling link between instrumental singing and vocal playing. Movimento’s
special approach has met with great acclaim at many European festivals and numerous concerts in Germany and abroad.

track listing available on request
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SCHREKER: Die Ferne Klang
Frankfurt 1948

Ilse Zeyen [Grete]
Heirich Bensing [Fritz]
Frithjof Sentpaul [Ein Schmierenschuspieler]
Sanders Schier [Dr Vigelius]
Liane Fuchs [Ein altes Weib]
Rudolf Gonszar [Der Graf]
Willy Hofmann [Der Chevalier]
Günther Ambrosius [Rudolf]
Chor un Symphonie-Orchester von Radio Frankfurt
Winfried Zillig [conductor]

A great opera, difficult to perform. Here you get it with the best cast imaginable and a skilled conductor. First release on
any format. Master Tape Quality
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VERDI: Otello
Buenos Aires 19/05/1963 

Jon Vickers [Otello]
Louis Quilico [Jago]
Eugenio Valori [Cassio]
Virgilio Tavini [Roderigo]
Jorge Algorta [Lodovico]
Raina Kabaivansa [Desdemona]
Isabel Casey [Emilia]
Orchestra e Coro del Teatro Colon, Buenos Aires,
Berislav Klobucar [conductor]

Good sound in a splendid live recording from what was Jon Vickers' first Otello in Buenos Aires.  
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